Pheromones for men. There are so many products out there (and a lot of bogus ones) that it’s tough to decide what to invest your hard earned money on.

And to make things even more frustrating, there are also a lot of fake “reviews” on the internet, that make unbelievable claims to get you to buy their products.

And even then, it can still be hard to decide from all the quality products which will suit you best.

That’s why we’ve decided to create a “best pheromones for men” page to help you decide.

There are 3 MAIN categories for pheromone products for men: Social, Alpha, and Attraction

There are a LOT of options out there for choosing products, especially ones that deal with seduction.

… but pheromones aren’t JUST for attracting women anymore.

If you already know how awesome pheromones are, simply click on the links below and you'll be transported to the right section:

Here are just a few benefits of using pheromones:

- Get significant, permanent, and life changing “upgrades” to your life skills…
Create intense personal “magnetism” that attracts high quality friends, romance, and success…

Create rapport, and deeper, almost “hypnotic” conversations…

Dramatically improve your social skills and flirting ability…

Make you appear physically more attractive, and create a “spotlight” effect…

Boosting your status socially or professionally…

Create opportunities with women who would normally be “out of your league”…
Nude Alpha by Liquid Alchemy Labs.

Check out the full Nude Alpha review here.

Certo by Alpha Dream.

Check out the full Certo review here.

XiSt by PheromoneXS.

Check out the full XiSt review here.
Grail of Affection by Pheromone Treasures.

"Formulated to specifically work with the pheromones naturally produced between two people in love, Grail of Affection takes what's already there and makes it a little more potent. Trust, love, and appreciation are all attributes that are enhanced by the Grail of Affection."

Pheromone Treasures is a new company, but a little while back I got my hands on some of their products – in the last few weeks of my testing, I've occasionally run Grail of Affection to see how it fares against some of the more established brands and products…

… and not only did it kick ass – it absolutely DEMOLISHED my criteria for an amazing ROMANTIC ATTRACTION product. Here's a few reasons why:

it creates GENUINE connections and bonds… which is awesome because sometimes the communication can seem a bit "fake" with strong pheromone products. However, this will open the door to a REAL connection and dramatically improve the odds in your favor for a romantic relationship. It also creates an "imprint", because of a unique, euphoric type of comfort women feel when talking to you. It's like when you have those super deep conversations when you've built up an amazing level of rapport with someone – and when you get to that level with women, she's yours (provided she isn't in a relationship – I don't recommend making moves on taken women).

In our case: create a strong imprint of you in your dream girls mind.

Check out Grail of Affection here.

Voodoo by Liquid Alchemy Labs.

Another product I am still in the midst of THOROUGH testing… but it still makes my top 5 pheromone products. Why? Because this stuff really is like black magic – it has a spooky amount of magnetism that is subtle at first, but amplifies over time as you build a connection. There are no in depth reviews exploring this product, because almost NOBODY knows how it works… and I totally understand why. Many people will judge a product by how many women smile at them, twirl their hair, or rub their legs together (which just about every pheromone for men product can do)… but rarely, do people actually do what's required of them to get the results they're looking for.

In our case: create a strong imprint of you in your dream girls mind.
she is interested – that's common while wearing pheromones anyway. The real test is getting into a conversation about her life, who she is, her dreams, passions, fears etc (in other words, EMOTIONAL topics – not factual like when you're kicking it with the guys). This creates something called an “anchor” on her memories – so when she thinks of those things after talking about them with you, she'll also remember that you talked about them with her)… this is how you slowly begin to creep up on her subconscious and conscious memories… you'll naturally become “close”, and build a genuine connection that will be extremely hard to break and lead to romance or other seduction adventures – you're the driver when you get to this level. Clearly, this is a product best reserved for one on one situations… I've still got some work to do reviewing this gem, so stay tuned for a full review.

Go to Liquid Alchemy Labs store here.
“Sexual” Attraction Pheromones For Men
L2K by Alpha Dream.

however, for seduction, L2K and it's brother Alfa Maschio (details below) are notorious lady killers.

Check out the full L2K review here.
Aqua Vitae by Liquid Alchemy Labs.

The reason this made it to the top 5 section is because AV is a STAPLE in every man's arsenal. It's not only a powerful attraction tool, it's also an excellent product for "teaching" you how to not screw up with women. It will amplify the power of your seduction skills, because you have to master the product to get the most out of it… here's what I mean: Aqua Vitae is a machine gun attraction product. It is straight deadly when it comes to attracting a LOT of female attention… It creates a LOT of attraction right off the bat, but in order to seduce the women who are giving you "indicators of interest", you need to act quickly, escalate, and never slip into any beta type of behaviour. If you are not an "alpha" yet, or don't have a very masculine personality, this one will be tough to use at first. To be quite honest, it was very difficult for me when I first started using it. I knew women were finding me attractive, but it would disappear quickly – until I did some serious work on my seduction skills. Then it started working its magic… I had upgraded my skills with women to a completely new level. Every guy needs to go through this process, especially if you frequently visit high competition environments like bars and nightclubs (it slays in these environments best).

Read the full Aqua Vitae review here.

Alfa Maschio by Alpha Dream.

You will get “balls of steel” and approach women with significantly less fear of rejection, less negative thoughts about your attractiveness, and more assertiveness to ask women out…”. You will also get an incredible sense of mental clarity, which will take your conversation and flirting skills to the next level. There's a lot more to it than that, which you can read below.

But first let's talk about the effects on women. Okay, so Alfa Maschio packs a punch in the self effects department… so if it can affect you that way, it stands to reason that people exposed to your pheromones will also affect them.

Alfa Maschio, like L2K is known for attracting some of the hottest women on the market, because of its powerful aura. AM will arouse women, and may possibly intimidate the more conservative ones… but one thing you can be certain of: Once a woman is hooked, she is yours. As long as you continue to escalate, flirt, and let the inner bad boy come out, seduction will be a very simple process.

Read the full Alfa Maschio review here.

EvolveXS by PheromoneXS

SteveO (the owner) is responsible for creating XiSt, which is one of my top
picks for "romantic" attraction mixes… but before that, there was a mix called EvolveXS – which has stood the test of time, and proved itself to be an absolute HAMMER when it comes to seducing women. It was tweaked over several years, to create a powerhouse seduction tool that simply works like gangbusters. It has a very unique seduction method that goes from social to sexual over the course of a few hours. Why is this good? A lot of times, while on a date or in a social situation that could lead "elsewhere", women will put up walls in order to not be seen as "easy". This makes it really hard to seduce women because even if you are attractive, there will be resistance.

With EvolveXS, the social aspect makes women open up, engage in conversation, flirt, and get physical… and then over a few hours, slowly build up the sexual tension and attraction. The key is that it feels VERY natural. Don't underestimate just how strongly this can affect women – women I meet up with, even in social situations with a group girls over several hours get extremely hot and bothered, and it's very easy to steer things where you want to go. It is also an excellent combo with XiSt, as they both amplify each others effects.

Read full EvolveXS review here.

Dirty Primitive by Liquid Alchemy Labs. Almost nobody talks about this, but they should. Maybe because it's an older, more established product and everyone likes "new" technology… but in my use of Dirty Primitive, I have found it to be a ridiculously awesome tool to find and attract the women who are MOST ATTRACTED TO YOU. This is why I don't agree with PUA concepts (although if it works for you, then great)… I like to go for women who have already displayed attraction to me – it's not an uphill battle like trying to win a woman over who is only slightly or not initially attracted to you. That's also why it's one of my top 5 attraction products.

Most pheromones for men are designed to get the attraction of as many women as possible. With Dirty Primitive, you're going to find that while there aren't as many attracted to you, the ones that ARE, will be EXTREMELY attracted to you right off the bat. That's what makes it so special… instead of dating women and trying to take them home, most women that are attracted to you while wearing DP are already 80% there.

while wearing DP are already 80%

there.
View the Dirty Primitive product page here.

Alpha/Status Pheromones For Men

Alpha/Status products are designed to increase your personal “magnetism” and help you attract high quality friends and partners into your life. Why is this important?

Like I said before, not getting what you want out of life is one of the most devastating things that can
Bad Wolf by Liquid Alchemy Labs.

I would be shocked if you haven't already read about this or heard me praise it to the high heavens. Bad Wolf is a product unlike any other on the market – charismatic, alpha, social… It contains a good amount of all those properties which I have split into categories. It does however take some time to get it to work correctly.

Here’s why:

Bad Wolf was designed to push your mental and emotional barriers, and make you carry yourself like a real alpha male. If you don’t have the confidence to approach women, flirt and escalate, be confident in social situations, step up in your work/career/business, etc… then Bad Wolf will FORCE you to get over the “uncomfortable” feeling it has until you feel great being a “larger than life” version of you. To do that, you will adjust to the signature of someone who is successful, respected, and extremely charismatic. Not to mention – this is one stunningly attractive product to women, although that is a side effect of the personal growth you will have once you know how to use it.

Read the full Bad Wolf review here.

Corporativo by Alpha Dream.

If I could put Corporativo (or Corpo for short) on the “sexual attraction” top 5 I would, because not only does it work as an extremely effective “image enhancer” in your social/professional life… its incredibly attractive to women as well. But let’s talk about what it’s actually for. Status. Social power. Personal magnetism. These are all things Corpo will give you. But what’s more is that it does it while giving you an aura of youth, vitality, and charisma.

While wearing it, you’ll find it easier to communicate (as in your conversations get more articulate), your body language gets more upright, and you’ll FEEL more like “the man”. The vibe it gives me is that of the super cool, but down to Earth “go getter” type of guy that everyone likes and respects. He has confidence, and stays calm under pressure, and knows what to do in every situation. He’s got the “x factor”.

View Corporativo product page here.
Alpha Treasures by Pheromone Treasures.

The "cool", suave alpha guy… when I first got my hands on Alpha Treasures, I really had no idea what to expect. However, as a guess I thought it might be something like the alpha products we've all seen before – things that cause everyone to bend over backwards to help you, get intimidated or fear that they are not up to your standards etc. Incredibly, Alpha Treasures was NOTHING like that – and in fact one of the most UNIQUE alpha pheromones for men I've tried recently. After using it for a few days and picking out the nuances of this product, I realized one thing – people were stuck to me like glue. Yes, it was an alpha product, but people at work, friends in my social circle, and especially women we're orbiting me like the center of gravity.

Now, keep in mind this is a product designed to get respect – and it succeeds greatly… however, it also has the effect of people wanting to be close to you – physically, as well as on a personal relationship basis. It's as if people see you as having some kind of hidden gift or talent, and being utterly intrigued and wanting to find out what it is. It works magic in a lot of social and professional situations… in my testing, I also discovered that women were very attracted to my vibe as well – especially women in their mid-late 20's (who were STUNNERS, and it's been my experience with women in that age range that they are looking to settle down)… so it seems to be especially effective at grabbing high quality women for a relationship - although, that is an effect I will elaborate on in the full review ;).

Check out the Alpha Treasures product page here.

APi by PheromoneXS.

Originally, PheromoneXS designed APi to replicate the incredible effects from a product called a314 by a vendor named Androtics Direct (who I don't recommend). When I first picked up the product several years ago, I was astounded at just how effective it was at getting respect, and getting people to feel utterly AMAZED in your presence. I had a hard time believing it was that effective, but it really was. People were suddenly seeing me as a natural leader, it made me more persuasive, and amplified the level of attraction I was getting from quality women (who were a bit older than me at the time, but nonetheless very attractive ladies – which was a known effect).

Over the next 2 years, Androtics Direct had absolutely ruined the formula. And not only that, they continually denied that there were any changes made to the formula, when the majority knew something...
was wrong with it – it simply didn’t work anymore. There was respect, but it was fear and intimidation… nobody thought you were just an awesome dude anymore. They were just scared and didn’t want anything to do with you unless it was strictly business… whereas the old formula made high quality friends, and people were absolutely magnetized to your presence. Then came SteveO with APi – the closest replica you can get to the ORIGINAL a314 formula. Check out the APi product page here.

Wolf by Liquid Alchemy Labs.

Wolf will help you bring out that insatiable drive to help you accomplish all of that…

Read the full Wolf review here.
Social Pheromones For Men
Glace by Alpha Dream.

Ever wanted to be the life of the party? The “go to” guy everyone invites to their outings, and fun nights out with the squad? That’s what Glace by Alpha Dream does for you. It’s a social product designed to maximize conversation, fun, and carefree feelings (seriously not recommended for work or professional situations)… however, if you’re looking for a product that can ease up any social anxiety you might have, or you don’t feel like being “outgoing” and want to turn your mood around, a spray or 2 of Glace will do it.

I also recommend to add it onto highly aggressive sexual attraction products if you feel you might be coming off TOO strongly… it will tone down the negative effects tremendously and allow women to open up to you and have fun. It is also a staple product for the classic “falling in love” mix, with Nude Alpha… proven many times over by myself and others.

Go to the Glace product page here.

X22 by Hax Pheromones.

The “sexy” social formula…

x22 is a formula that generates a LOT of playful behavior from men and women, and is seriously fun to take out on the town. With most social pheromone formulas, the “fun” part is a given, but none do it quite like x22 – why? It’s also a HUGE attention grabber, as well as “sexy”… I can’t count the number of times attractive women have hit on me first while in shopping lines, at the store, waiting for trains, and more… it simply makes you approachable and gives off a “cool” vibe that lets people know you’re awesome. The other thing that surprised me about this product is that it has some seriously STRONG self effects (which isn’t uncommon for socials… but these really give me great energy).

It’s almost like a “wired” feeling like when you have so much to say, and go “motormouth” on people. That might sound like a negative thing, but it’s actually pretty awesome… since I work online a lot, I notice that I tend to get stuck in my head quite easily. What I mean is that if I’ve been working for a few hours at my desk, then I’ll have trouble communicating with people later in the day… but x22 gives me an energized feeling, and makes me feel awesome about communicating with people – which is extremely useful if going out with friends and I don’t really “feel” like it. X22 will give you a social boost to help you enjoy yourself – not to mention it’s great as a light attraction product too.
Go to Hax Pheromones store here.

Hypnotica by Liquid Alchemy Labs.

See the Hypnotica product page here.
Nude by Liquid Alchemy Labs.

Although this isn’t directly designed as a social product, I have found great success in using this as an ice breaker when talking to new women. Yes, it is primarily an attraction product, but the social aspect is simply undeniable… with women, they will feel extremely playful with you, take light social/flirty jabs, and feel totally comfortable with your presence (specifically younger women in their teens to 20’s). I find it also makes me a bit chatty, and a tad immature which is exactly what women in that age range are looking for. Fun, in other words. It is an absolute POWERHOUSE social product…

However, I don’t recommend using it around guys, as they might see you as a slightly childish and disrespect you (if you’ve got good friends, who really cares though). At the same time, don’t underestimate it’s effectiveness as an attraction product – many women LOVE this, and you’ll find a lot of them becoming clingy to you very quickly. I have had women contact me WEEKS after finding me on facebook or other social networks after meeting just one time.

Go to the Nude product page here.

ConnectionsXS by PheromoneXS.

And there are also times when keeping things fun, flirty, and light needs to take a back seat, and real conversation about serious topics need to be addressed

Check out ConnectionsXS here.
Final Word On The Best Pheromones For Men

As you can tell by now, this list is pretty comprehensive, but it's by no means the end all, be all.
Worst case scenario? If you can't decide between a few products, contact me directly and I can help advise you.

Thank you for reading,

•